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1. INTRODUCTION
 .Let Q be a loop; then left translations L x s ax and right translationsa
 .  .  < :R x s xa are permutations of Q. The group M Q s L , R a g Q Fa a a
S is called the multiplication group of Q. It is well known that theQ
 .  w xstructure of Q depends strongly on the structure of M Q see 1, 2, 11 ,
. w xfor example . It was shown by Bruck 1 that if Q is centrally nilpotent,
 .then M Q is solvable. The converse is not true: let Q be the dihedral
 .group of order 6, when M Q is solvable being of order 36. However, Q is
 .not then centrally nilpotent. On the other hand, it can be shown that the
 . w xnilpotency of M Q implies that Q is centrally nilpotent 1 , and if finite,
w xthen in fact a direct product of centrally nilpotent p-loops 13 .
We call a loop Q sol¨ able if it has a series
Q s Q G Q G ??? G Q s 1,0 1 n
where Q is normal in Q and Q rQ is an abelian group. It is easy toi iy1 iy1 i
construct solvable loops with non-solvable multiplication groups; the small-
est example is of order 10. In this paper our aim is to show that the
solvability of the multiplication group implies the solvability of the loop in
the finite case. The proof will be given in the next section; in the third and
final section we give some applications and examples. All loops and groups
considered in this paper are finite.
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2. THE THEOREM
In this section we prove the following
 .THEOREM 1. Let Q be a finite loop. If M Q is sol¨ able, then Q is
sol¨ able.
Proof. Let Q be the smallest counterexample to the theorem; we prove
a sequence of lemmas.
LEMMA 1. The loop Q is simple.
Proof. Assume that there exists a normal subloop L with 1 - L - Q.
 .  .  .From the fact that M Q is solvable it follows that M L and M QrL are
solvable. Thus we get that L and QrL are solvable and Q is solvable, a
contradiction.
Recall that the multiplication group of a simple loop is a primitive
 w x.  .permutation group see 10 . Denote M Q s G; then G s KM, where M
is a normal elementary-abelian p-group and K can be taken as a group of
linear transformations of M. Since G is primitive, K is irreducible. Note
that the group K is the inner mapping group of Q.
We now can write the left and right translations of Q as
<L x s T x q a a, x g M 4 .  .a a <R x s U x q a a, x g M , 4 .  .a a
where T and U are linear transformations of M. Furthermore, we havea a
 < :  < 4that K s T , U a g M , because G is generated by L , R a g M anda a a a
contains M.
LEMMA 2. The following four assertions are ¨alid:
 .  .  .i T y y y s U x y x;x y
 .  .ii T s aT q b T q 1 y a y b I;a xqb y x y
 .  .iii if x / 0, then x f Im T y I and there exists y / 0 such thatx
 .T x s x;y
 .iv T has no other eigen¨alues than 1.x
 .  .  .  .Proof. i follows from the fact that L y s R x . Now by i we havex y
T z s U a x q b y q z y a x y b y .  .a xqb y z
s a U x y x q b U y y y q z .  . .  .z z
 .  .  .and using i we see that ii holds. We shall now prove part iii ; assume
 .  .that there exists x / 0 such that x g Im T y I . Then yx g Im T y Ix x
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 .  .and there exists u such that T u y u s yx and T u q x s u orx x
 .L u s u, which is impossible. This implies that there exists z / 0 suchx
 .  .  .that T z s z which implies, by i , that U x s x. Similarly it follows thatx z
 .  .there exists y / 0 such that T x s x. To prove part iv , assume thaty
 .  .  .  .T y s d y. From ii we get that d y s U x y x q y, implying U x y xx y y
 .  .s d y 1 y. If d / 1, this contradicts iii and the lemma is proved.
Next we prove a lemma about automorphism of finite fields.
 .LEMMA 3. Let F be a finite field and let a , b , g g Aut F satisfy
 .  .  .a x s b x q g x y x for all x g F. Then one of the automorphisms is
the identity.
 .  .  .Proof. Let x, y g F; then the condition a xy s a x a y implies
that
b x b y q g x g y y xy .  .  .  .
s b x q g x y x b y q g y y y , .  .  .  . .  .
which is equivalent to
b x y x g y y y q b y y y g x y x s 0. 1 .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
If Char F / 2, then let x s y be the primitive root of F. Then we get from
 .   . .  . .1 that 2 b x y x g x y x s 0, implying that either b or g is the
2  .identity. If Char F s 2, then choose x as above and y s x . Then 1
becomes
2 2
b x q x g x q x q g x q x b x q x s 0, .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
or, equivalently,
b x q x g x q x b x q g x s 0, .  .  .  . .  .  .
which implies that either b or g is the identity or that b s g . Thus the
result follows.
w x By 9, Lemma 3.11, pp. 166]167 we have considering the maximal
. < < sknormal abelian subgroup A of K that M s p and M is a vector space
 k .of dimension s over the field GF p . Then the elements of K are
semilinear transformations, i.e., for each T g K, there exists a g
  k ..  . a  .Aut GF p such that T d ¨ s d T ¨ . Here we denote M as V s
 k .V s, p . Especially if A is irreducible, we have that s s 1 and K is a
subgroup of one-dimensional semilinear group.
LEMMA 4. The group K is a group of linear transformations on V.
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Proof. We must show that each of the automorphisms a and b ,x x
corresponding to transformations T and U respectively, is the identity.x x
 k .Now let x, y, j g V and l g GF p . Then we have
T x q l j s U l j q x s l b xU j q x .  .  .l j x x
s l b x T x q j y x q x . .j
and we get
T x s l b xT x q l b x y l j y l b x y 1 x . .  .  .  .l j j
 .  .  .Using linearity T x q y s T x q T y , we get the equationl j l j l j
l b xq y y l b x y l b y q l j s T x y x l b x y l b xq y .  .  . .j
q T y y y l b y y l b xq y . 2 .  .  . .j
 .  .First let x be arbitrary, y s x, and choose j such that T x s x; then 2j
implies that l b2 x s l b x q l b x y l. If p / 2, Lemma 3 implies that b s idx
and we are done.
 .  .Assume now that p s 2. Choosing j such that T x s x, we get by 2j
that
0 s l b xq y q l b y T y q y q j s l b xq y q l b y U j .  .  .  . .j y
so that b s b if and only if b s id. Hence, if b s b , then b s id.xqy y x x y xqy
Thus there exists x / 0 such that b s id. Now let b / id; then b s bx y xqy y
 .   . . b y .  .and 2 becomes T x q x l q l s 0 and it follows that T x s x forj j
all j, which implies that U s I. Similarly we deduce that, if there existsx
a / id, then a s id implies T s I. Assume now that there exist a ,z y y x
 .b / id. Choose j / 0 such that T s I; then 2 and Lemma 3 imply thaty j
either b s b or b s id. Thus there exist only one automorphismx y x
 < 4different from the identity and M s x T s I is a subgroup of M ofT x
 < 4index 2. Similarly we deduce that the same holds for M s x U s I .U x
< <Now the intersection M l M is not trivial if M ) 4. A loop of order 4T U
< <is necessarily an abelian group so that we assume that M ) 4. But then
there exists 0 / x such that T s U s I, implying that K is not irre-x x
ducible, a contradiction. We can thus assume that a s id for all x andx
<   k .. <that there exists b / id. Because Aut GF 2 s k, the subgroup M isy U
at most of index k in M which implies that if x f M , then there existsU
 k .0 / l g GF 2 , such that l x g M . But then, since a s id, we haveU x
 .I s U s lU q l q 1 I and x g M , a contradiction; the lemma isl x x U
proved.
A consequence of Lemma 4 is that if K is a subgroup of a one-dimen-
 .  .sional semilinear group, then each T y s ay. Since x f Im T y I , wex x
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get that a s 1 and T s I. Hence, G s Q s M, implying that Q is solv-x
able. We have thus ruled out most of the two-transitive solvable groups.
 .  k .From now on we can assume that K F GL V s GL n, p , where
k  k .p ) 2 because K is solvable. We also denote F s GF p .
LEMMA 5. We must ha¨e n G 3.
Proof. The case n s 1 is trivial. Let n s 2 and e , e be a basis for V1 2
such that T / I. By Lemma 2, there exists a vector / 0 fixed by T .e e1 1
 .  .Assume first that T e s e and that T e s ae q be . Then T se 1 1 e 2 1 2 le1 1 1
 .  .  .lT q 1 y l I g GL V , which implies b s 1. Moreover, U e y e se e 1 11 2
 .T e y e s ae and it follows that a s 0 and T s I, a contradiction.e 2 2 1 e1 1
Hence, the vector fixed by T is independent of e and, changing basis ife 11
 .necessary, we can assume that it is e . Now we have T e s ae q be2 e 1 1 21
and similar to the above we deduce that a s 1 and b / 0. Furthermore,
 .  .U e s T e s e q be . From the facts that U fixes a vector and hase 1 e 1 1 2 e1 1 1
 .no other eigenvalues than 1, it follows that U e s e . Hence T s U .e 2 2 e e1 1 1
 .  .  .Now we have T e s U e q e y e s e and thus U e s e . Sincee 1 e 2 1 2 1 e 1 12 1 2
 .  .  .U e s T e , we have U s T . Assume now that T e s xe q ye ;e 2 e 2 e e e 2 1 22 2 2 2 2
again we must have y s 1. Moreover, T s T q T y I has fixede qe e e1 2 1 2
vectors, which implies x s 0 and K is reducible, a contradiction.
Recall that an irreducible linear group H is imprimitive if V is a direct
sum of several subspaces permuted transitively by H. We prove now
LEMMA 6. The group K is ¨ector space primiti¨ e.
Proof. Assume that V s V [ ??? [ V and K permutes the subspaces1 r
V transitively. Choose first two non-trivial vectors x / y from V . This isi 1
< < .  .  .now possible, since F G 3. Then T y s U x q y y x g V [ V forx y 1 j
 .some j. But y y x / 0 and T y g V for some k; hence j s 1 andx k
 .  .  .T V s U V s V . Now let y g V and x g V , k / 1; then U x sx 1 y 1 1 1 k y
 .T y q x y y g V for some j. On the other hand, x y y g V [ V , andx j 1 k
 .  .we have two possibilities: either T y s yx or T y s y.x x
 .  .Assume first that T y s yx and U x s yy g V . This is, however,x y 1
 .  .impossible because x g V and U V s V . Hence, we have T y s yk y 1 1 x
 .  .  .and U x s x. This implies that U V s V and U x s x, whenevery y 1 1 y
x g V [ ??? [ V . Similarly we deduce that, whenever y g V , then2 r j
 .U V s V . Then it follows from the identity U s U q U y I thaty 1 1 yqz y z
 .  .U V s V for all x g V. In the same manner it follows that T V s Vx 1 1 x 1 1
and K is not irreducible, a contradiction.
In what follows we consider a minimal normal noncommutative nilpo-
tent subgroup N of K ; such an N exists because K is not a subgroup of
 .one-dimensional semilinear group and thus F K is noncyclic. Now N is a
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< < < < 2 mq1q-group for a prime q dividing F y 1 and N s q . Furthermore, N
<  . < 2is a central product of q-groups N , . . . , N satisfying NrZ N s q and1 m i i
one of the following three conditions:
 .a If q ) 2, then N is isomorphic to the unique nonabelian groupi
3  m.of order q and exponent q. In this case we denote N s N q .
 . <  . <b Let q s 2 and Z N s 2. Then N , . . . , N are isomorphic to1 my1
the dihedral group D of order 8 and N is isomorphic to D or to them
1 m.quaternion group Q. If N ( D, we write N s N 2 , and if N ( Q, wem m
2 m.write N s N 2 .
 . <  . <  :c Let q s 2 and Z N s 4. Then N ( D, z , where z has orderi
 2:  .4, z centralizes D, and z s Z D .
w xSee 4, Lemma 3.5 .
We now can prove
LEMMA 7. The subgroup N is irreducible.
Proof. Assume otherwise. Then V s V [ ??? [ V is the sum of irre-1 t
ducible N-modules of the same dimension and the normalizer of N is
 .  . wN N m GL X , where X is a vector space of dimension t 8, Satz 3,G LV .1xp. 482 . Thus we can assume that each T and U is of the form A m B,x x
 .  .  .where AgN N and BgGL X . Then also T slT q 1yl I sG LV . l x x1
 .C m D. Thus we have l A m B q 1 y l I s C m D. Now denote A s
w x w x  .a , C s c , and by I the identity t = t -matrix. If A is not a diagonali j i j t
 .matrix, then it follows that D s aB and la B q 1 y l I s ac B; thus11 t 11
 4B s d I . Now let A be a diagonal matrix diag a , . . . , a . From the factt 11 s s
that A m B has a fixed vector x / 0, it follows that there exist 0 / x g Xi
such that a Bx s x . If a / a , it follows that there exists x / 0 suchi i i i j j i i
that A m Bx s d x, d / 1, which contradicts Lemma 2. Hence we have
either T s I m B or A m I. Assume that T s I m B and T s A m I,x x y
 .when T s a I m B q 1 y a A m I g K. As above we see thata xq1ya . y
this is not possible if A, B / I; thus all the transformations T are of thex
same type. This holds for the transformations U also. If both T and Ux x x
are of the same type, then K is not irreducible. Hence we can assume that
the transformations T are of type A m I and the transformations U arex x
 .  .of type I m B. But then, from the fact that T y q x s U x q y, it easilyx y
follows that T s U s I and K is reducible. Thus the lemma is proved.x x
We now investigate the action of N on V more closely. Most of the
w x mmaterial here is extracted from 4 . We now have dim V s n s q . Let
0 / x g V; then we call the one-dimensional subspace spanned by x a
w xpoint and denote it by x . The stabilizer N is an abelian subgroupw x x
 .  .containing Z N . If S is an abelian subgroup containing Z N and
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<  . < r  .SrZ N s q 0 F r F m , we say that S is of length r. Moreover, if the
j  .exponent of S is q j s 1 or 2 , we say that S is of type j.
We call points with stabilizer of length m regular. Note that in some
.cases there may be two types of regular points. We also call a vector
w x wregular if it spans a regular point. Let x be regular; then by 4, Lemma
x3.21 there exist exactly n fixed points for N and they form a basis for V.w x x
Denote the set of fixed points by S. Assume that T fixes x; then, becausey
 .  .  .T normalizes N, T S s S. Moreover, T x s x and T S s S. Nowy y a y a y
w x w  .x w  .  . xlet z g S; then T z s aT z q 1 y a z g S for any a g F. Buta y y
 .then, if T z / z, we have at least three points from a two-dimensionaly
subspace in S, a contradiction. Hence, if T fixes a regular point, theny
 < 4  < 4T s I. Now denote V s x T s I and V s x U s I , which are easilyy T x U x
seen to be subspaces of V. If 0 / x g V l V , then for all y g V weT U
 .  .  .have T y s y, implying U x s x; similarly T x s x for all y g V andx y y
K is not irreducible, a contradiction. Hence we have V l V s 0 andT U
dim V q dim V F n.T U
w x  .  .  .Now let x be regular and assume that T x s T x ; then T x sy z yyz
 .  .  .T x y T x q 1 y 1 q 1 x s x which implies that T s I and y yy z yyz
 .  .z g V . Thus T x s T x if and only if y g z q V . This implies thatT y z T
T x s x q U y y y s x q Im U y I .  .  . .D Dy x x
ygV ygV
< < codim VT  .contains exactly F vectors and because x f Im U y I the setx
contains as many points. Using a similar argument for U and noting thaty
the image of a regular point is regular, we deduce that there exist at least
< < u n r2 vF regular points.
In the following lemmas, we consider different types of N.
LEMMA 7. We must ha¨e q s 2.
 m. wProof. Assume that q is odd and N s N q . Then by 4, Lemmas
x3.20, 3.21, and 3.22 there exist
my1 2myu.q y 1
mC m s q .  uq1q y 1us0
 . regular points. An easy induction argument shows that C m - q q
.q mq1 .r2 < < u n r2 v1 F F , a contradiction, and the lemma holds.
1 m.LEMMA 8. We cannot ha¨e N s N 2 .
1 m.Proof. Assume that N s N 2 . Then, by Lemma 5, we have m G 2
w xand again by 4 , there exist
my1 2myu.2 y 1
mq 1D m s 2 .  u2 y 1us1
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< < 2
my 1
regular points of type 1. On the other hand, there exist at least F
 . < < 2
my 1
< <regular points of each type so that D m G F and we get that F s 3
and m s 2, 3. The dihedral group D can be generated by the matrices
0 1 1 0A s , B s /  /y1 0 0 y1
and it follows that we can choose the representation of N such that N
preserves the weights of vectors. First let m s 2. Now the non-regular
vectors are exactly the vectors of weight 3. Assume that there exists a
 .non-regular vector x / 0 such that U / I. Consider D T x s x qx y g V y
 .Im U y I , which now consists entirely of vectors of weight 3. Becausex
 .  .  .x f Im U y I , we must have dim Im U y I F 1 and dim C U G 3.x x V x
 .Then, however, C U contains a regular vector and U s I.V x x
Now let m s 3. First note that the vectors of weight 3 are non-regular;
this implies that if we take three linearly independent vectors from the
fixed set of points of a stabilizer of length 3, their sum is non-regular.
Here we have used the fact that the stabilizer subgroups of the same
w x.length are conjugate in the normalizer of N, 4, Lemma 3.18 . There now
exist 30 stabilizer subgroups of length 3. Let e be regular and consider
 .  .  .D T e s e q Im U y I , where Im U y I can be assumed to be ofx g V x e e
dimension at least 4. Hence the set contains 81 regular points of the form
w x  . w x we q x , x g Im U y I . Thus we have at least three points e q y , e qe
x w x w .z , e q w from the fixed set of a stabilizer; but then the point e q y q
 .  .x w  .xe q z y e q w s e q y q z y w is not regular, a contradiction,
and we have proved the lemma.
3 m.LEMMA 9. We cannot ha¨e N s N 2 .
3 m.Proof. Assume that N s N 2 , where m G 2. In this case we have
< < < .4 F y 1 and there exist
my1 2myu.2 y 1 my 12m m < <2 2 q 1 G F .  u2 y 1us1
’< <regular points. This implies F s 5 and m s 2, 3. There now exists y 1
’in F and N can be generated by A, B, and y 1 I; hence we can againi
assume that N preserves the weights of vectors and all the vectors of
weight 3 are non-regular, as is easily seen.
First let m s 2. Assume that T fixes y of weight s; then T fixesx x
 .  .setwise the orbit O y of y under N. Now O y consists of vectors of
 .weight s. Furthermore, for each a g F, T fixes y and thus O y . Nowa x
 .  .  .  .  .let z g O y ; then T z s aT z q 1 y a z g O y and is of weighta x x
< <  .s. However, since F s 5, and 1 F s F 4, this implies that T z s z.x
 .Because O y contains a basis of V, then T s I. Thus K is reducible.x
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Now let m s 3. Since the vectors of weight 3 are non-regular we can
copy the argument of the previous lemma; here we have 1080 regular
points in V from 135 fixed sets. On the other hand, we get at least 625
regular points in a subspace of dimension 5 so that there must be at least 3
from the same fixed set and we get a contradiction as before. Thus the
lemma is valid.
Conclusion of the Proof. By the previous lemmas, we now must have
2 m. < < < .N s N 2 , where m G 2. Assume first that 4 F y 1 , when the quater-
’nion group Q is generated by A and y 1 B and we can assume that N
preserves the weight of vectors. Moreover, there exist
my1 2myu.2 y 1
m mE m s 2 2 q 1 .  .  u2 y 1us1
< < 2
my 1
 . < <regular points in V. The condition F F E m implies that F s 5 and
m s 2, 3. These cases are dealt with as in the Proof of Lemma 9.
< <Hence we assume that F y 1 is not divisible by 4; now Q is generated
by A and C, where
l m
C s , /m yl
l2 q m2 s y1. In this case there exist no regular points in V. We call the
 .points, whose stabilizers are of length m y 1 and respectively vectors ,
semiregular. Assume now that T fixes a semiregular point. Without restric-x
 .tion we can assume that T e s e , where e , e , . . . is the natural basisx 1 1 1 2
 :  :of V. Then T fixes the set S s e , e j ??? j e , e of the fixed1 2 ny1 n
 .points of N . From the fact that T s aT q 1 y a I also fixes e itw e x a x x 11
 :follows that T fixes each two-dimensional subspace e , e , wherex i iq1
 4i s 1, 3, . . . , n y 1. Hence T s diag R , . . . , R , where each R is ax 1 n r2 i
 .2 = 2 -matrix normalizing the quaternion group Q.
< < < <We first assume that F / 3, hence F G 7. Because T fixes e , wex 1
have that
1 dR s1  /0 1
and using the formula for T we see that if d / 0, then each matrixa x
b g F,
1 b /0 1
< <occurs. But, for F G 7, there exists b such that this matrix does not
 4normalize Q; thus R s I. We now have T s diag I, . . . , R , and1 x n r2
  . 4T s diag I, . . . , aR q 1 y a I . Because T normalizes N, we musta x n r2 a x
have that P aR iq1 ya . I s "P for each P g Q. It is easy to see that the
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only possibility is R s I and T s I. Hence, if T fixes a semiregulari x x
vector, then x g V .T
 .  .Now let e be semiregular and consider D T e s e q Im U y I .x g V x e
< < 2
my1.
As before, we conclude that there exist at least F semiregular
w xpoints; on the other hand, there exist, by 4 ,
my 1 m my2 2myu.2 2 q 1 2 y 1 .
< <F q 1 .  umy1. 2 y 12 y 1 us1
< <semiregular points in V. This implies m s 2 and F s 7. Let us analyse
this case more exactly. Now V contains 80 semiregular points, which
 .  .implies that Im U y I is two-dimensional and the set e q Im U y Ie e
w xcontains at least 49 semiregular points. But now, by 4 , the semiregular
points are from 10 two-dimensional subspaces whose pairwise intersection
is trivial. Thus a three-dimensional subspace can only contain 8 q 9 s 17
semiregular points, a contradiction.
< <We now must have F s 3. Choose T such that it fixes e , a semiregu-x 1
lar vector. We can deduce as above that if R s I, then T s I. In this1 x
case, however, we do not necessarily have R s I; it is possible that1
1 "1R s .1  /0 1
 .  .Note that if T e s ye q e , then T e s e q e so that we canx 2 1 2 yx 2 1 2
assume that we have the q sign in R . Let now T / I fix e ; then we see1 y 1
 .  .  .  .that either T e s T e or T e s T e , which implies that eithery 2 x 2 yy 2 x 2
T or T fixes both e and e and is thus the identity; hencexyy xqy 1 2
 :y g x, V . The same holds for any semiregular vector e; thus we get thatT
 .  .recall that we can assume that dim V F nr2 the set D T e s e qT x g V x
 . 2 my 1y1Im U y I contains at least 3 points. On the other hand, there existe
mq 1 m my2 2myu.2 2 q 1 2 y 1 .
 umy1. 2 y 12 y 1 us1
semiregular points in V. This implies that m F 4.
We now study the cases m s 2, 3, 4. Let first m s 2. We now can
assume that N is generated by the matrices
1 1 0 0 0 y1 0 0
1 y1 0 0 1 0 0 0S s S s1 20 0 1 1 0 0 0 y1 0  0
0 0 1 y1 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0S s S s .3 4y1 0 0 0 0 0 y1 0 0  0
0 y1 0 0 0 0 0 y1
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This is the only case with dimension ) 2 when the normalizer of N is
transitive; here all the points of V are semiregular. The non-trivial orbits
of N are the non-zero vectors of following five pairs of two-dimensional
 :  :  :  :subspaces: e , e j e , e , e q e , e q e j e y e , e y e ,1 2 3 4 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 4
 :  :  :e q e , e y e j e y e , e q e , e q e q e , e y e q e j1 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 4
 :  : e q e y e , e q e y e , and e y e q e , e q e q e j y e1 2 3 2 3 4 1 2 3 2 3 4 1
:q e q e , ye q e q e .2 3 2 3 4
Now assume that T / I; then T fixes some vector and we can assumex x
 .that T e s e . It then follows thatx 1 1
1 1
T s ,0 1x  /R
where
1 1 1 0 y1 1 0 1R g , , , s V . 5 /  /  /  /0 1 y1 1 y1 0 y1 y1
Now, let T / I, T ; then T fixes some vector / e . It is straightforwardy " x y 1
 .but tedious to verify that the stabilizer of e in the normalizer of N in1
 .  .GL 4, 3 has orbits with representatives "e , e , e , " e q e , and e q1 2 3 1 3 2
e . Thus we can assume that T fixes one of these. It is easily seen that if3 y
T fixes e , then T s I.y 2 y
Now assume that T fixes e and reasoning as with T we get thaty 3 x
K
T s ,1 1y  /0 1
 .where K g V. From the fact that T s aT q b T q 1 y a y b I,a xqb y x y
it follows that the matrix
1 1
aK q b q 1 y a y b I . /0 1
is non-singular. This implies that
1 1K s , /0 1
and we get that T s T .y x
Then assume that T fixes e q e . Theny 1 3
1 1
y1T s T T ,0 1y  /K
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where K g V and T normalizes N and maps e q e to e ; we can choose1 3 1
y1 0 y1 0
0 y1 0 y1T s .y1 0 1 0 0
0 y1 0 1
Now if
1 1K s , /0 1
 .then T e s e and T s T . Ify 1 1 y x
1 0K s , /y1 1
 .  .then T e s e q e y e and T e s e y e , which are from dif-xqy 1 1 2 4 xqy 2 2 3
ferent orbits of N; thus T does not normalize N, a contradiction. Third,xqy
if
y1 1K s , /y1 0
 .  .then T e s e q e y e and T e s e y e q e y e and we getxqy 1 2 3 4 xqy 2 1 2 3 4
a contradiction as above. Finally, let
0 1K s . /y1 y1
 .  .Then T e s ye q e y e y e and T e s ye y e q e , andxqy 1 1 2 3 4 xqy 2 1 3 4
again it follows that T does not normalize N.xqy
We finally have that T fixes e q e and thaty 2 3
1 1
y1T s T T ,0 1y  /K
 .where T e q e s e normalizing N; i.e., we can choose2 3 1
0 y1 y1 0
y1 0 0 1T s .
0 y1 1 0 0y1 0 0 1
Now similar calculations as above show that T does not normalize N inxqy
any case, and we have arrived at the conclusion that there exist only
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transformations T / I; hence dim V s 3. Similarly we deduce that" x T
dim V s 3 so that V l V ) 0 and K is reducible, a contradiction.U T U
2 . 2 .We still have the cases N 8 and N 16 to study. Consider the case
2 .N 8 ; it is now clear that the semiregular points are in pairwise non-inter-
w xsecting subspaces of dimension 4. By 4 , there exist 720 semiregular
points, which implies that there are 18 such subspaces. If I / U fixes ax
 : 2 .vector of the subspace V s e , e , e , e , then U normalizes N 4 and1 1 2 3 4 x
we see as above that if U also fixes a vector of V , then U s I, U . Thisy 1 y " x
 .implies that if dim C U G 5, then U s I, U . Now let e be semiregu-V y y " x
 .  .lar such that U / I, U and consider D T e s e q Im U y I .e " x x g V x e
 .Now dim Im U y I G 4 and there exists a five-dimensional subspacee
 :H s e, L such that all the 81 points of e q L are semiregular. Let R be
four-dimensional subspace of semiregular vectors. If dim R l H s t, then
 t .  ty1 . ty1the set e q L contains at most 3 y 1 r2 y 3 y 1 r2 s 3 points
of R. If t G 3 then the intersection of H and any other four-dimensional
semiregular subspace is at most of dimension 1, since the intersection of
different semiregular spaces is trivial. Then there exist at most 27 q 17 s
44 semiregular points in e q L. On the other hand, if t F 2, then we get at
most 18 ? 3 s 54 semiregular points, a contradiction. Hence we get that K
is reducible and this case is covered.
2 .  :As the final case, consider N s N 16 . Denote V s e , . . . , e and1 1 8
 :V s e , . . . , e . Now all the semiregular vectors are of the form x q y,2 9 16
where x g V and y g V are either 0 or semiregular in the obvious1 2
. 2 .sense under the action of N 8 on, respectively, V and V . Now let1 2
e s x q y be semiregular such that x, y / 0 and assume that U / I; ase
 .  . 7seen above, the set D T e s e q Im U y I contains at least 3x g V x e
 .points which implies dim Im U y I G 7. Now let x q y , . . . , x q y ,e 1 1 7 7
 .where x g V and y g V , be a basis for Im U y I . The vectors e qi 1 i 2 e
 .Sa x q y are semiregular, which implies that both x q Sa x andi i i i i
2 .  :y q Sa y are semiregular under N 8 . Denote L s x, x , . . . , x andi i 1 1 7
 : 2 .L s y, y , . . . , y . Reasoning as in the case of N 8 above, we see that2 1 7
it is impossible that dim L G 5; thus we must have dim L s 4 and,1 1
similarly, dim L s 4. But then L [ L contains only 36 vectors of the2 1 2
 .form x q y q z and dim Im U y I F 6. We have arrived at a contradic-e
tion in the final case and the theorem is proved.
Using the Feit]Thompson theorem we immediately get a
<  . <COROLLARY. Let Q be a loop of odd order such that I Q is odd. Then
Q is sol¨ able.
Note that if we were only interested in proving the corollary, the proof
could be shortened considerably. Also, we could use the result by Espuelas
w x  .  .3 the proof of Lemma 2.1 : If F K is noncyclic, V is a quasiprimitive
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< < < < < < < <1r2K-module, and K V is odd, then K - V . This immediately implies
that if K is not a subgroup of one-dimensional semilinear group, then
V l V ) 0 and K is reducible.T U
3. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
w xGlauberman 5, 6 proved that Moufang loops of odd order are solvable.
We shall prove this fact here as an application of our theorem. Let Q be a
 .Moufang loop of odd order; we can assume that Nuc Q s 1. Define
 .  < : subgroups L and P of M Q as follows: L s L x g Q and P s P sx x
< : w  .xL R x g Q . By 6, Theorem 6 a , there exists an automorphism d ofx x
 . d y1M Q such that P s L for all x g Q. Hence P ( L. Let g be thex x
g y1  :involutory permutation x s x of Q and consider the group b , G .
Then we have Ly1Lg s L y1 R y1 s P y1 and Ry1Rg s Ry1Ly1 s Py1x x x x x x x x x x
for all x g Q. Because Q is of odd order, P is of odd order and byx
w x  .Glauberman's Z*-theorem 7, Theorem 1 , P F O M , the maximal nor-
mal subgroup of M of odd order. Because G s PL, G is of odd order and
thus solvable; consequently Q is solvable.
As an other application we consider loops whose inner mapping groups
are isomorphic to the symmetric group S . It was proved by Niemenmaa3
w x  .  .12 that if Q is a loop with I Q ( S , then M Q is solvable. Thus we get3
that Q is solvable and has a series Q s Q ) ??? ) Q ) Q ) 1 such0 ny1 n
 .that Q is an abelian group, Q rQ is an abelian group, and I Q (n ny1 n ny1
 .S . The last property follows from the fact that if I Q is cyclic, then3
 .I Q s 1 and Q is an abelian group.
We finally give an example showing that the solvability of the inner
mapping group was essential in the proof of Theorem 1. Let T , T , ande e1 2
 .T be the elements of GL 3, 2 given by matricese3
1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1
T s T s T s .0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0e e e1 2 3 /  /  /0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
 .Construct the mappings T for x g V 3, 2 according to Lemma 2; onex
 .  .easily verifies that T g GL 3, 2 . We then get the mappings L x sx a
 .  .T x q a g AGL 3, 2 which form the left translations of a loop Q ofa
order 8. Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that also R ga
 .  .  .AGL 3, 2 for all a g Q and that M Q s AGL 3, 2 . We have thus
 .  .constructed a simple loop Q of order 8 such that M Q s AGL 3, 2 and
 .  .I Q s GL 3, 2 .
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